By combining the van der Waals' equation of state and the Free Length Theory of Jacobson, a new theoretical model is developed for the prediction of internal pressure of pure liquids and liquid mixtures. It requires only the molar volume data in addition to the ratio of heat capacities and critical temperature. The proposed model is simple, reliably accurate and capable of predicting internal pressure of pure liquids with an average absolute deviation of 4.24% in the predicted internal pressure values compared to those given in literature. The average absolute deviation in the predicted internal pressure values through the proposed model for the five binary liquid mixtures tested varies from 0.29% to 1.9% when compared to those of literature values.
INTRODUTION
The importance of internal pressure in understanding the properties of liquids and the full potential of internal pressure as a structural probe did become apparent with the pioneering work of Hildebrand 1, 2 and the first review of the subject by Richards 3 appeared in 1925. In an excellent article Dack 4 reviewed the importance of solvent internal pressure and cohesion to solution phenomena. A review on the relationship between the intermolecular forces and properties of solution was made by Kortum 5 . Barton 6 discussed the relationship between internal pressure and molar volume in some depth. Pointing out that internal pressure is a uniquely important parameter in sonochemistry, Srivastava and Berkowitz 7 developed an expression, which permits the evaluation of internal pressure from readily available and easily measurable quantities. In this work a simple equation is proposed by incorporating the Free Length Theory of Jacobson 8, 9 and van der Waals' equation of state; the proposed model is a purely predictive tool for predicting internal pressure of liquids and liquid mixtures. Computed internal pressure values for liquids and liquid mixtures through the proposed equation are compared with those of literature.
PREVIOUS WORK
Starting from the van der Waals equation of state P + (a/V 2 ) = RT / (V-b)
With P = pressure V = molar volume R = universal gas constant T = temperature a and b = van der Waals' constants, Srivastava and Berkowitz 7 arrived at
where u = ultrasonic velocity ρ = density γ L = ratio of heat capacities of liquid And π i = internal pressure Replacing b, in terms of M and ρ, in eqn. [1] they obtained an expression for internal pressure of a liquid: 
This can be shown to be equal to
(Note u and ρ are in SI units) Eqns. (5) and (6) 
This is the starting point for developing a new expression here. It can be written as
Jacobson's 8 definition for free length is
where V a = available molar volume = V -V 0 V = molar volume at a given temperature V 0 = molar volume at absolute zero temperature (0 K) and Y = molar surface area of the molecules = (36πNV 0 2 )
According to Jacobson's free length theory, free length, L f and adiabatic compressibility,
K, in Eqn. (10) is the Jacobson constant and it is temperature dependent. Replacing L f in Eqn. (10) by molar volumes and molar surface area of the molecules as per Eqn. (9), Eqn. (10) can be written as
In the light of Eqn. (11), Eqn. (8) turns out to
Approximating that b ≈ V / 4 (13) Eqn. (12) reduces to (14) is the new equation proposed in this work for the estimation of internal pressure from pure component properties, particularly, from molar volumes. As derived, the new equation is the result of a combination of the van der Waals' equation of state and the Free Length Theory of Jacobson 8, 9 .
The various quantities required to use Eqn. (14) With the above Eqn. (14) is
Eqn. (15) in terms of K, k, Tc and V turns to 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The new equation, Eqn. (14) or its work form, Eqn. (16) requires molar volume data and critical temperature data in addition to the ratio of liquid heat capacities, while the equation of Srivastava and Berkowitz 7 requires molar volume and ultrasonic velocity data and, of course the Jacobson constant is required in the newly derived equation. Eqn. (14) , proposed in this work, permits evaluation of internal pressure from the Jacobson constant, the Srivastava-Berkowitz group parameter and molar volume data. The equation can readily be extended to multicomponent mixtures.
Internal pressure values were computed for nineteen liquids through the proposed equation, Eqn. (14) and through the Srivastava and Berkowitz equation, Eqn. (3). As shown in Table 1 , the proposed model is capable of predicting internal pressure of pure liquids with an average absolute deviation of 4.24% in the predicted internal pressure values compared to those by the Srivastava-Berkowitz equation. 7 for twelve liquids considered in Table 2 , the average absolute deviations in the predicted internal pressure values are 10.74% (the SrivastavaBerkowitz equation) and 12.06% (proposed equation), showing the performancecharacteristics of these equations. The purely predictive nature of the proposed equation has to be considered at this juncture.
The applicability of the proposed equation in predicting the internal pressures of liquid mixtures was ascertained by using the data of five liquid mixtures, trichloroethylene + benzene / carbon tetrachloride / chloroform / toluene / p-xylene for which the results on the Srivastava-Berkowitz equation are available 11 ; nearly identical results were obtained. The calculated and predicted internal pressure values were obtained. The calculated and predicted internal pressure values through the Srivastava-Berkowitz equation and the new equation of this study are given in Table 3 . The average absolute percentage deviation in predicted internal pressure values for the five liquid mixtures shown in Table 3 , varies from 0.29 to 1.91% in comparison with those given by Srivastava-Berkowitz equation 7 . 
